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Peters Township News and Events
From the council chambers to the Community Day
booths, everything you need to know and upcoming
events to put on your calendar.
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Peters Student Benon BrewerTeaches
Peers the Power of the Pen
Peters student starts a program to write letters to seniors
in assisted living facilities that results in smiles that cross
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Peters Grad Finds Success on the

BaseballDiamond
Three-time Peters High School letterman John Hlavinka
is named 201 3 Baseball Newcomer of the year by the
Allegheny Mountain Collegiate Conference, named to

the AMCC'S All Conference Second Team as an outfielder
and was awarded Academic All-Conference honors
by the AMCC.
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One of Ciark Renovations new construction stately kitchens.
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lN Community is a publication dedicated to representing, encouraging and promoting the Peters Township area and its comprising municipalities
by focusing on the talents and
gifts of the people who live and work here. our goal is to provide readers with the most informative and piofessional regional pubiication
in the commonweJlth of pennsylvania.
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Clark Renovations is a family owned, full
service remodeling firm based in the South
Hills of Pittsburgh. "We've been making
our customer's dreams come true for more
than four decades." says Steve Clark, the
company's general manager. "For 43 years
we've worked very hard to make sure our
customers were delighted with their home
improvement projects."
"Kitchens and Baths are our forte and with
our cabinet partner, Schrock's of Walnut
Creek, we can offer unparalleled quality at
competitive pricing." claims Clark. They
also specialize in windows and doors with
offerings from Pella and Andersen. "If you
are looking for a one of a kind front entry
door, we do that too!"

(2)

some of the hnest manufacturers, distribu-

&

trade partners

to insure what

they sell lasts a lifetime. Currently at

employees, Clark has

16

the

resources
available to make certain your project is
started on time, runs smoothly, and
finishes on schedule. "We have a fantastic

customer base of very loyal clients who
recommend us often." says Clark. 807o of

their business every year comes from

use the

information you provided to make
base selections, develop specifications,

and create a budget estimate.

(3)

About

(4)

Utilizing your time frame, you

a week after the initial
consultation, we'll meet to present
the project, specs, and budget.

approve the concept, sign the contract,
and submit your deposit.

(s)

We'Il have you back in the office to
make final selections.

(6)

We take care of applying for, and
obtaining, any required permits.

(7)

We'1l hold a pre-production meeting
where we'll schedule a start date.

(8)

We then simply start the project on
the start date provided you.

They have developed relationships with

tors

We'll part ways and

Once you become

a

customer, Clark

Renovations offers services not available
to the general public. Their Specialized
Services Division offers a very unique

solution to all your home maintenance
needs. With one call, you can have your
"to-do" list completed quickly, correctly,

repeats and referrals. In order to keep that
number where
is, Clark Renovations
focuses on communication, cleanliness,
and quality.

and with the same attention to detail Clark's
reputation has been built on. In addition,
they've worked with their suppliers to extend

Clark's customers asked for straight

To learn more about Clark Renovations
and the services they offer, visit them
on the web at
www.CLARKREMODELING.com or
give them a call at (412) 833-7222.

it

answers, honest pricing, and a simple design

and selection process. In response, their 8
step design/build process was developed:

(1)

Upon your inquiry, we'll schedule
the initial consultation where we
spend time gathering your input and
developing the concept.

special discounts to existing customers.
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